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here, He is assuring you that the time is coming when He is going to give

you a great step forward spiritually.

SH: And what reference does that have to them?

AAM: To them? Simply they know that God's favor continues with them.

SH: Well, can they take this verse and say this may not happen for five

thousand years, but nevertheless it embodies a principle by which God can

also deal with us in a lesser way? For instance, they might not have dreams,

but in the !rr* providence of God they mit have guidance. And they might
ed

be enh1ghten.tii their souls and yet not have a±gxtw such an out-

pouring of the Spirit as here. It seems that it would have tobe something

else, than that this is going to happen kki'i ten thousand years from now.

Rmuaxx Because they would ask if they had any suspicion that it might be

such a long time, well, so what. What does this mean to me? What do I

care about this? AkldxxxX

AAM: It means that the nation which seento be done for is not done

for, but God has a glorious future for them.

WA: Could it be the idea even beyond this? lo

AAM: Yes, very good question, and I think we ought to look at the

Englishman's and see if it throws any tk light on it. Of course, literally,

the acher can be beyond in time, or in space.

SH: Could it be in meaylsure?

AAM: That's what I don't know. But I think we ought to see if there are

any instances. Are there zx a great many instances of the use of the word

acher? If there are it might take a while looking to find if there are any,

and on the other hand if there only are a few it might not be enough to prove

that there weren't some live this .

.....perhaps suggests the possibility of it meaing in addition to this,

beyond this sort of thing. Beyond such things, and in addition to such things,

to these material blessings, there is wonderful spiritual blessing ahead for

us. That is rather then cen (?ll 3/1L) indicating a place, or time, indica

ting a type, or a condition, that which w have just given. That's just a
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